
The Human Touch® ZeroG® 3.0 massage chair provides a remarkable full-body massage using Human Touch 

Technology® specifically designed to enhance the way you feel. The Smart 3D FlexGlide® massage engine 

simulates the expert techniques of massage professionals, leaving you relaxed, restored, and ready to live life 

to its fullest. 

Take a seat, recline to zero-gravity, and enjoy the targeted benefits that provide relief for your tired, tight and 

stressed muscles. Enjoy an impressive selection of features bundled into the most modern massage chair, 

designed for any luxury living space. It’s a key ingredient for a balanced life—and it’s right in your own home! 

Find Your Balance in Zero-Gravity

ADJUSTABLE 
INTENSITY  
3D MASSAGE
Customize your wellness 
experience with upper 
and lower 3D massage 
intensity settings

®

3.0



MORE FEATURES FOR MORE COMFORT
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DIMENSIONS:
Chair Reclined Dimensions: 48”L x 28”W x 43”H

Chair Upright Dimensions:  36”L x 28”W x 33”H 

Seat Width:  22”

Product Weight:  141 lbs.

Endorsed by

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
3-Years Structural

2-Years Parts

1-Year In-Home Service

ZeroG 3.0 FEATURES

PART NUMBERS
Available in So-fHyde* Upholstery in the following colors:

*So-fHyde is a leather-like polyurethane material that does not 
include any animal hide or leather. 

Black So-fHyde 

100-ZG30-001

Espresso So-fHyde 

100-ZG30-002

Bone So-fHyde  

100-ZG30-003

SMART 3D FLEXGLIDE
Every contour of your body is therapeutically 
touched by the unparalleled flexibility and 
seamless glide of our patent-pending orbital 
massage technology.  

GO TO ZERO®

A single touch moves the ZeroG 3.0 
into the physician-recommended 
neutral-posture position, which 
relieves pressure on the spine.

TARGETED BENEFITS
Choose from four massage techniques 
including Stretch, Flex, Tone, and 
Ease to relieve tension and improve 
circulation.

FULLY ENCOMPASSING FOOT AND CALF MASSAGER
The fully encompassing foot and calf massager is designed for a therapeutic massage with proprietary 
Figure-Eight Technology that helps push the blood flow in an upward motion to improve circulation. 
Under-foot rollers provide a reflexology massage while the foot and calf massager extends to your desired 
position. When not enjoying a massage, rotate the foot and calf massager into a comfortable ottoman.

CUSTOM 3D INTENSITY
Set the upper and lower back 3D massage 
intensity to soft, medium or intense to create 
your perfect massage. Includes adjustable 
softening pads for added comfort in the 
shoulder and lumbar regions. 

Three Auto-Programs Smart 3D FlexGlide® 
Massage Engine

Extra Wide Seat for 
Added Comfort

Figure-Eight® 
Technology

Removable 
Easy® Sleeves

Under-Foot 
Reflexology Roller 
Massage

Extendable, Fully Encompassing 
Foot and Calf Massager 

One-Step Go To Zero® Recline

Human Touch ZeroG 3.0
shown in zero-gravity mode.

Adjustable Softening Pad


